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Abstract
In enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA), a typical protocol specifies that a certain
number of wells in a plate be devoted to analysis of known concentrations for calibration. The
number of calibration wells and the known concentrations used affect the precision of the
determinations of the unknowns. as does the choice of the number of replicates of each unknown.
Similar design decisions must be made for other forms of immunoassay. This chapter shows how
these factors can be chosen to give the maximum system precision. Other statistical aspects of
immunoassay are discussed.
Introduction
This chapter has both a specific theme and a larger point to make. Specifically, this chapter
reports on a further development of the optimal design methodology of immunoassay reported
by Bunch et al. (1). The larger theme concerns the central role that statistical and computational
methods play in quantitative immunoassay. With well-designed and optimized immunoassays
and support from state-of-the-art statistical methods, very high precision and sensitivity can be
achieved. This chapter also discusses some statistical issues crucial to the best use of immunoas-
say.
For the purpose of specificity in description, the type of immunoassay referenced will be an
enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) conducted on a 96-well microplate with the
response being an optical density reading. However, none of the ideas presented are specific to
this format; application to other formats is often simply a matter of changing one numerical
parameter in a computer program.
Role of Statistical Methods in Immunoassay
Even more so than traditional methods of instrumental analysis. quantitative immunoassay
requires goOd statistical support. for three reasons. First. the nature of the process requires
calibration on every run in the form of analysis of standards. Second. the calibration curve is
nonlinear so that the typicallinear-calibration literature is inapplicable. Third. the response curve
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is typically limited at both ends so that results are inaccurate to useless for very low or very high
concentrations.
Gerlach et al. (2) demonstrated the significant variability in statistical analysis achieved by
commercial packages. to the point that perhaps none of them can be trusted. A major flaw is the
lack of documentation of two key features that determine whether the analysis is appropriate: (I)
a specification of the model and (2) the description of the computational algorithm used to
estimate the model.
The process should be driven by the model specification and not by an arbitrary choice
of computational criterion. For example, when an estimation method is described as nonlinear
least squares, one should ask, least square of what? In the next section, a class of models is
described that should fit not only most ELISA calibrations but also other cases such as
radioimmunoassay (RIA). Then, estimation methods and algorithms that are appropriate to the
model chosen are discussed. The two important features of the approach are matching of the
statistical model to the data features and matching of the estimation algorithm to the statistical
model. Both are important to ensure the integrity of the measurement process.
Models for Calibration in Immunoassay
A model for calibration in immunoassay has two components, only one of which is commonly
considered. The deterministic part of the model describes a typical response y (say, an optical
density) as a function of the concentration of the analyte and some adjustable parameters. The
commonest choice is the four- parameter log-logistic model of Rodbard; Equation 1 shows the
relationships of the four parameters (see also Figure I).
A-D
1 + (XfC)8y=D+
A, B, C, and D are model parameters to be estimated from the calibration data set and x is the
standard or unknown sample concentration depending on the use of the equation. A is optical
density at zero concentration. D is optical density at infinite concentration, C is the concentration
at optical density (A+D)/2 and B < 0 is the sope parameter. Other choices that have a similar
shape are five or more parameter generalizations (3) and the probit curve (4, 5). None of the
points made here depend on the particular functional form of the curve; nonetheless, the
four-parameter model will be used in this chapter for specificity of exposition.
The other major component of the model is the stochastic part-this component is usually
not considered at all. Use of unweighted nonlinear least squares amounts tQ an assumption that
the correct model is
A-D
y=o+ + (X/C)8 + £
where the errors. E are independent and normally distributed with mean zero and variance of
02 ( E=N(O.~) ). that is. the model implicitly assumes additive normal errors of constant standard
deviation. This implicit assumption is rarely placed before the reader as an explicit assertion.
subject to the ordinary standards of scientific evidence.
The most important feature of the stochastic specification of the model is the change in the
error variance with the location on the curve. There are many possible approaches to this problem.
but the one adopted in this chapter is the transform-both-sides approach of Carroll and Ruppert
(6). Here. a Box-Cox (7) transformation is applied to each side of the deterministic component
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of the model. Some preliminary investigation is often enough to choose a plausible value, or the
parameter can be estimated with the rest in the estimation process. One practical method is simply
to try different transformations of the optical density until there appears to be no systematic
relationship between the mean optical density of replicates and the standard deviation of the same
replicates. For the sake of illustration, a logarithmic transfonnation is assumed to be appropriate;
this will often be a reasonable choice for ELISA. On the new scale, an additive error with constant
variance is posited. The full model specification then would be
[ A-D ]log(y) = log D + + e
I + (XfC)B
J
.
2where E==N(O, 0" ).
An alternative reasonable approach is to weight the data. The logarithmic transform corre-
sponds to the first order to a choice of weights inversely proportional to the square of the optical
density measurement (8). Note that the square-root transform corresponds to the use of weights
inversely proportional to the measurement, as recommended by Rodbard (9-1 I) for RIA.
Because RIA is based on counts rather than measurements, this advice is the standard on choice
of transformations (12): measured data may be transformed by the logarithm whereas counted
data may be transformed by the square root. Ndlovu et al. (13) used the square-root transformation
for optical densities with an ELISA for diuron.
Fitting Parameters for Calibration in Immunoassay
With a full model specification such as that described in the previous section, several
estimation methods are possible: maximum likelihood, transformed or weighted nonlinear least
squares with correctly chosen weights, or parallel fitting, a method described by Karu et al. (/4)
in this volume. Use of an estimation method that does not correspond to an informed choice of
model specification is not scientifically justifiable and can lead to inaccuracies in measurement
or (especially) in the determination of precision.
(0
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Maximum Likelihood
This standard statistical approach to estimation (15) uses all parts of the model specification
to obtain asymptotically efficient estimates. The model asserts that
log(y) -log [ D + A-D
I + (X/C)8
i(
\
(I
~
1
l,
has a normal distribution with mean 0 and standard deviation 0". The likelihood for a given set
of data is a measure of the plausibility of obtaining the given measurements from a specified set
of parameters. By maximizing the likelihood. we maximize this measure of fit between the model
and the data.
This estimation method is theoretically attractive and is the one assumed in the remainder of
the chapter. Alternatives that should give approximately similar results are transformed or
weighted least squares.
Transformed and Weighted Least Squares
In transformed nonlinear least squares, the goal is to minimize the measure of discrepancy
2
L {IOg(yj)-IOg[ D+-~'=~]}1 + (xYC)
over parameter choices. This goal differs only slightly from the objective function for maximum
likelihood [which is -In times the above quantity plus a multiple of log (0")] and so should lead
to similar answers. In fact, the major difference would be in the estimation of 0"; if the estimations
were the same, transformed nonlinear least squares would be identical to maximum likelihood
for this problem. Weighted least squares is a cruder approximation of maximum likelihood.
Instead of using the discrepancy on the transformed scale for"inference, this method uses the
discrepancy on the original scale but weights by the reciprocal of the estimated variance. This
method has no real advantage over transformed least squares, but its use should do no harm.
However, use of nonlinear least squares with inappropriate or no weights can lead to invalid
inference.
Parallel Fitting
A possible improvement to the fitting process is parallel fitting (5. 8. /4). In this technique.
a series of dilutions of each unknown is assumed to follow its own calibration curve that shares
the A, B, and D parameters with the standards curve. Fitting the C parameter effectively estimates
the unknown concentration. This method is potentially more statistically efficient than the
standard method. although the fitting is somewhat more complex. However, it is still necessary
to determine the correct specification of the model; in fact, model specification is probably even
more important with parallel fitting than it is with the two other methods. The optimal design
methOds presented next would need some minor alteration for use with parallel fitting. In
particular. the dilution ratio for the unknown could be optimized simultaneously with the other
parameters.
I
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where G is the calibration function; g is the gradient of G with respect to the parameters;
(~, fl, t, b ):i. is the average log optical density; and V is the asymptotic varian~variance
matrix of the estimated parameter vector (16). This is written as
Var(log~) = v~+ Vy.
where Vy is the unavoidable variability due to the true concentration, the shape of the curve,
and the number of replicates; and Ve is the estimation uncertainty.
The accuracy of a fitted curve is affected by the number of calibration values used, and by
the true concentrations used in these samples. To simplify the resulting protocol, we assume that
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the calibration values consist of ko replications at zero concentration. k- replications of the
method blank. and km replicates of the other calibration wells. Further. if there are nd concentra-
tions used for calibration. it is assumed that these form a dilution series M. Ma2. MaRrl. The
factors to be considered in the statistical design of an ELISA protocol are shown in Table 1. The
total number of wells used for calibration is
ncaI + ko + k- + kmnd
!
I
~
I
.
Table 1 Statistical Factors Influencing the Accuracy of a'Determination by ELISA
~
DefinitionQuantity
Number of wells per platenw
tis
k
Number of samples (unknowns) per plate
Number of replicates per sample
Number of Dilutions used for Calibrationlid
Number of replicates of each calibration dilutionkm
Number of zero-concentration replicatesko
Number of method blanksk-ii
.
)
i
,
l
i
flcal = ko + k- + kmltd
M
Total number of wells used for calibration
Maximum concentration used for calibration
Midpoint of the dilution seriesm
i
I
\
!
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Conclusion
This chapter makes two major points. The general point is that statistical and computational
methods for immunoassay must be chosen to fit the deterministic and stochastic nature of the
model and that the model must be chosen to suit the data. This point is often ignored to the extent
that the characteristics of the data and the model are often not even examined. The specific point
is that use of tools of optimal statistical design allow immunoassay protocols to be constructed
that achieve the maximum feasible precision for the least cost.
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